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What I doWhat I do

•• My internship is with Hull Department of My internship is with Hull Department of 
Public Works. Public Works. 

•• During a normal day I do a variety of During a normal day I do a variety of 
tasks that help keep the towns roads tasks that help keep the towns roads 
maintained and certain systems maintained and certain systems 
functioning properly.functioning properly.



TasksTasks

•• Day to day the work I am doing changes Day to day the work I am doing changes 
giving me a wider variety of things I can giving me a wider variety of things I can 
learn about and how to do.learn about and how to do.

•• For example over the past few months I For example over the past few months I 
have learned about:have learned about:

•Operating Machinery
•Catch Basin Care and maintenance

•Proper Equipment Care
•Beach and Dune Repair
•Cemetery Maintenance 

•Snow Removal 



Daily RoutineDaily Routine

•• Most of the days I start out with a list of Most of the days I start out with a list of 
small jobs that need to be taken care of small jobs that need to be taken care of 
such as areas that need to be cleaned or such as areas that need to be cleaned or 
debris that need to be removed. debris that need to be removed. 

•• After, typically I will contact my foreman After, typically I will contact my foreman 
and find out what I will be doing for the and find out what I will be doing for the 
day and what needs to get doneday and what needs to get done



CertificationsCertifications

•• Currently I have a CDL Class B permit which Currently I have a CDL Class B permit which 
allows me to operate trucks that have air brakes allows me to operate trucks that have air brakes 
and weight over 26,001lbs in the presence of a and weight over 26,001lbs in the presence of a 
licensed operator.licensed operator.

•• I am currently working on achieving my Hoisting I am currently working on achieving my Hoisting 
License which will certify me to operate Loaders License which will certify me to operate Loaders 
and excavating equipment as well as the Catch and excavating equipment as well as the Catch 
Basin Cleaner.Basin Cleaner.



Title and ResponsibilitiesTitle and Responsibilities

Hull Department of Public WorksHull Department of Public Works
Laborer Laborer 

1.Clean, maintain and repair roadways, 1.Clean, maintain and repair roadways, 
sidewalks, Catch basins and more.sidewalks, Catch basins and more.

2.Cemetery Maintenance and Care2.Cemetery Maintenance and Care
3. Inspect and Maintain equipment used3. Inspect and Maintain equipment used



WhatWhat’’s to comes to come

•• So far I have learned the ups and downs So far I have learned the ups and downs 
of working for Hull DPW and the benefits of working for Hull DPW and the benefits 
of it alsoof it also

•• Currently I am planning on attending Currently I am planning on attending 
college in hopes of achieving a degree in college in hopes of achieving a degree in 
Municipal Management.Municipal Management.
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